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ABSTRACT

The flexibility of the RDF data model has attracted an increasing number of organizations to store their data in an RDF format. With the rapid growth of RDF datasets, we envision that it is inevitable to deploy a cluster of computing nodes to process large-scale RDF data in order to deliver desirable query performance. In this paper, we address the challenging problems of data partitioning and query optimization in a scale-out RDF engine. We identify that existing approaches only focus on using fine-grained structural information for data partitioning, and hence fail to localize many types of complex queries. We then propose a radically different approach, where a coarse-grained structure, namely Rooted Sub-Graph (RSG), is used as the partition unit. By doing so, we can capture structural information at a much greater scale and hence are able to localize many complex queries. We also propose a k-means partitioning algorithm for allocating the RSGs onto the computing nodes as well as a query optimization strategy to minimize the inter-node communication during query processing. An extensive experimental study using benchmark datasets and real dataset shows that our engine, SemStore, outperforms existing systems by orders of magnitudes in terms of query response time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a simple yet powerful data model for representing information in the form of triple statements: (subject, predicate, object). Such simple statements can be used to represent complicated relationships among different resources. An RDF dataset can be modeled as a labeled and directed graph with each triple modeled as two vertices and a directed edge, labeled by the predicate, from its subject vertex to its object vertex. SPARQL is the standard query language of RDF data. Due to the flexibility and dynamicity of the RDF data model, an increasing number of communities making their data available in the RDF format. The statistics from Linked Open Data Project† show that more than 31 billion triples had been published in RDF till Sep. 2011.

In the past decade, many researches focused on techniques for RDF data management and SPARQL query optimization in a centralized environment, such as [4, 5, 16, 22, 25]. With the rapid growth of the data sizes, a single machine would not be capable to deliver satisfactory query performance [5]. Consequently, it is highly desirable to develop techniques for distributed RDF data processing that are scalable to large RDF datasets. Recently, there exist many efforts devoted to building scale-out RDF engines [9, 10, 12–15, 18, 24]. In these engines, data are partitioned and allocated to multiple computing nodes and the processing of SPARQL queries often involves distributed join processing. As indicated in previous results [12, 15, 17], distributed joins are much more expensive than local joins due to their excessive communication cost. Therefore, the fundamental challenge in building a scale-out RDF engine is how to partition the RDF data across a computing cluster such that queries can be evaluated with minimum communication cost incurred by distributed joins.

The most common data partitioning algorithm is edge-based hash partitioning algorithm [9, 10, 14], which uses the edges in RDF graph as partition unit, and assigns the edges to each node by computing a hash key over either subject or object of the edges. More recent approaches [12, 15] use n-hop blocks as the partition unit. For each vertex v in RDF graph, an n-hop block anchored at v is formed by including all the vertices whose distance from v is less than or equal to n. These approaches then allocate the n-hop blocks to different partitions by using a hash function or a graph partitioning algorithm. Using edges and n-hop blocks as the partition unit works well for queries with small scopes, which involve joins on a single vertex, such as star queries, or joins on vertices with limited distances. For queries that involve joins on vertices that are of greater distances, especially those with a long sequence of subject-object joins, they often have to resort to expensive distributed joins across multiple computing nodes. This can be attributed to the fact that they
fail to make use of larger-scale structural information in the RDF graph but rather focusing on fine-grained information. To address this problem, we propose a drastically different approach. Rather than using a fine-grained partition unit, such as edges or n-hop blocks, we adopt a coarse-grained unit, namely Rooted Sub-Graph (RSG), which is capable to capture structural information with a greater scope. We prove that any star, chain, tree and cycle queries would only involve joins on vertices within RSGs. Therefore, placing a complete RSG to only a single node would localize all these four common types of queries. In this paper, we particularly address the two major challenges in realizing this approach. First of all, as an RDF triple could appear in multiple different RSGs, there would be overlaps between RSGs and hence may potentially involve duplicate triples. To reduce the data redundancy and further localize more complex queries, we propose a k-means clustering algorithm to place the RSGs into partitions and design a suitable distance measure and centroid to capture the correlations among different RSGs. Second, for the queries where distributed joins are unavoidable, we design a partition-aware query optimizer that can capitalize on the data partitioning strategy to generate optimized plans at both compile time and run time.

In summary, our major contributions in this paper include the following:

- We present a radically new RDF data partition method, which takes Rooted Sub-Graph as the partition unit, and proves by doing so can efficiently localize the four aforementioned common types of SPARQL queries.
- We present a k-means partitioning algorithm with the tailored distance measure and centroid to place the RSGs across a computing cluster. The algorithm can significantly reduce the data redundancy among the computing nodes and maximize the possibility of queries other than the four common ones to be processed locally. To deal with large datasets, we also present how to implement this algorithm using the popular MapReduce framework.
- We provide a partition-aware query decomposition algorithm and a dynamic two-stage (compile-time and runtime) query optimization technique to reduce the cost of distributed join processing.
- We introduce the architecture of SemStore, a semantic-preserving distributed triple store that implements all these techniques as integral parts, where each computing node in the cluster running an instance of a centralized RDF engine.
- We conduct a comprehensive experimental study by comparing the performance of SemStore over two datasets, namely LUBMi [8] and UniProt [2], with a number of existing systems or approaches, including TripleBit [22], RDF-3X [16], Trinity.RDF [24], SHARD [18], Hybrid system [12, 15] and Hive.

Figure 1: RDF Graph, SPARQL Query, Query Matches and Query Decomposition Plans with regard to Two Data Partitioning Algorithms: Edge-Based Hash Partitioning and 1-hop Based Hash Partitioning.

Figure 2: Query Types

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 RDF and SPARQL

RDF dataset is a set of triples in the form of (subject, predicate, object). In fact, an RDF dataset can be represented as a directed labeled graph with subject and object as the vertices connected by an edge labeled by predicate. An RDF graph can be defined as follows:

**Definition 2.1 (RDF Graph).** An RDF graph is a directed labeled graph, denoted as \( G = (V, E, L_E) \), where \( V \) is a set of vertices, corresponding to subjects and objects, and \( E \) is a set of directed edges from the subjects to the objects. \( L_E \) is a set of edge labels, referring to the predicates associated with the edges. A vertex with indegree as zero is called a source vertex.

Figure 1(a) shows an example of the RDF graph. Here we use IDs instead of URIs and Literals for simplicity.

SPARQL is a standard query language for RDF data. A SPARQL query consists of triple patterns, each of which is a triple that contains variables in the subject, predicate or object. A SPARQL query \( Q \) can be represented as \( Q = \{tp_1, ..., tp_n\} \), where \( tp_i \) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a triple pattern and triple patterns are connected by common vertex (a constant or a variable). Similarly, a SPARQL query can be represented as a directed graph. Thus, to evaluate a SPARQL query is to find all matches of a query graph pattern and each match is a subgraph of the RDF graph. Figure 1(b) shows a query graph and a match of this query graph.

We note that triple patterns are connected by shared subjects or objects, which means joins between triple patterns are on their shared subjects or objects. Thus, the typical types of join in SPARQL are subject-subject join (S-S join), subject-object join (S-O join) and object-object join (O-O join). In this paper, we do not consider the predicate join, since predicate join is not common [7]. Based on the join types, we can classify the SPARQL queries into five categories: star query (only contains S-S join), chain query (only contains S-O join), tree query (contains S-S join and S-O join), cycle query (contains S-S join, S-O join and O-O join) and complex query denote the rest of more complex queries. Figure 2 shows an example.

2.2 Related Work

**Distributed RDF Engines.** With the rapid increase of the volume of RDF data, there are many recent efforts in designing scalable distributed RDF engines for processing big
RDF datasets. To benefit from the scalability and fault tolerance of the MapReduce framework [6], several systems [13, 18] directly store RDF data as files in HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) and process SPARQL queries using Hadoop’s MapReduce programming model. The authors in [12,15] propose systems integrating Hadoop and RDF-3X, an efficient local RDF engine to achieve significant performance improvement in comparing to the pure Hadoop-based systems [13,18]. The main idea is to push as much joins as possible to the individual local RDF-3X engines by a well designed RDF data partitioning algorithm. The remaining distributed joins would be handled using MapReduce jobs. Even though such distributed joins would be much more expensive than the local ones, the authors did not provide any query optimization algorithm to improve their performance. Trinity.RDF [24] is one of the most efficient distributed graph engine for web-scale RDF data, which uses main memory to store the RDF data and hence can achieve very low data access latency. Instead of using joins, the authors proposed an efficient operator, namely graph exploration, to perform SPARQL queries based on the MPI protocol. While [24] is mainly focused on designing a scale-out system, our data partitioning algorithm can be employed in this system to further improve its performance by reducing the communication cost.

RDF Data Partitioning Approaches. The most common data partitioning approach is the edge-based hash partitioning [9,10,14]. It distributes edges across different partitions by computing a hash key of the subject (or object) vertex of each edge. The principle of edge-based hash partitioning is to group the edges that contain same subject as a “star” and each of such star is placed in a single computing node. In this way, the edge-based hash scheme can localize subject-subject joins [12]. Figure 1(c) shows an example of the edge-based partitioning. The query in Figure 1(b) has to be decomposed into two subqueries, which only have subject-subject joins, as shown in Figure 1(c). Each of these subqueries can be executed in parallel without need for distributed join. However, to obtain the final results, we should execute distributed join between the intermediate outputs produced by $SQ_1$ and $SQ_2$ on join key $y$, which leads to network overhead.

In [12,15], the authors proposed RDF data partitioning approaches using a different partition unit: $n$-hop blocks. For each vertex $v$ in the RDF graph, an $n$-hop block anchored at $v$ is formed by including all the vertices whose distances from $v$ is less than or equal to $n$. These approaches essentially allocate the $n$-hop blocks to different partitions by using a graph partitioner [12] (e.g. METIS) or a hash function [15]. These approaches can localize queries where there is a vertex whose distances to all the other vertices are at most $n$. Wang et al. [19] propose a more efficient graph partitioner that is able to partition billion-node graphs. Figure 1(d) shows an example using the 1-hop hash partitioning method. The query in Figure 1(b) does not satisfy the condition that there exists a vertex whose distances to the other vertices are at most 1. Actually, this query should be decomposed into two subqueries illustrated in Figure 1(d), both of which satisfy the condition. As proposed in [12,15], they will be executed in parallel on the computing nodes using the local RDF database engine and a distributed join will be performed on the intermediate results to generate the final ones.
the highly correlated RSGs into the same computing node. After the partitioning, the data partitioner will also build a global bitmap index over the vertices of the RDF graph and collects the global statistics.

Query Processing and Optimization. In SemStore, all SPARQL queries will be first submitted to the master node. Upon receiving a query, the master node parses the query and determines which category this query belongs to, local-query or distributed-query. If a SPARQL query can be executed in parallel and locally without collaboration between computing nodes, this query is a local-query. Otherwise, it is a distributed-query, which needs to join data from multiple partitions and hence has to be evaluated collaboratively by more than one computing nodes. For a distributed-query, The query decomposer will generate a query decomposition plan consists of several subqueries, each being a local-query. Then distributed query optimizer will generate a global query plan at compile-time which determines the joining order of results returned by the subqueries. Furthermore, each local-query will be sent to the computing nodes holding its results and the local optimizer on each computing node will optimize each local query at run-time based on the local statistics.

4. DATA PARTITIONING

In this section, we present our data partitioning method. We start by presenting the rationale behind the choice of RSG as the partition unit. Then we present a scalable k-means partitioning algorithm to assign partition units, that can be implemented on the MapReduce framework.

4.1 Rooted Sub-Graph

As discussed earlier, the reason that the aforementioned approaches do not work well for queries involving vertices of greater distances, such as chain, tree, cycle and some complex queries, is because they only take use of fine-grained structural information and fail to capture the RDF graph structure with a greater scope. Furthermore, a previous empirical study [7] analyzed queries generated by both humans and machine agents over two datasets, and concluded that the most common types of joins are S-S joins (60%) and S-O joins (35%). S-S and S-O joins would mainly form queries as star queries, chain queries and tree queries. Hence a good partition unit should be optimized for these types of queries.

To address this problem, we propose a new partition unit, namely Rooted Sub-Graph (RSG), defined as follows:

**Definition 4.1 (Rooted Sub-Graph).** Given an RDF graph $G = (V, E)$ and a vertex $r \in V$ as the root, a subgraph $rsg(r) = (V_{rsg(r)}, E_{rsg(r)})$ is called a rooted sub-graph of $G$ rooted at $r$ if and only if the following conditions hold: (1) for each $v \in V$, if there is a directed path from $r$ to $v$ then $v \in V_{rsg(r)}$, (2) for each pair of vertices $(u, v)$, if $u, v \in V_{rsg(r)}$ and $(u, v) \in E$, then $(u, v) \in E_{rsg(r)}$.

Below we propose an algorithm to generate a set of RSGs from a general RDF graph such that all star, chain, tree and cycle queries are localized.

The critical step of the algorithm is to select a set of root vertices. First, all the source vertices, i.e. vertices with in-degrees as zero, are included in the set of root vertices. Then all the vertices that are reachable from each root vertex will form a RSG. For example, in Figure 4, the sub-graph rooted at source vertex 4 in partition $S_4$ is one of the RSGs of the RDF graph.

Second, there could be some vertices that not reachable from any source vertex. For example, in Figure 4, none of the source vertices (i.e. vertex 2, 3, 4) can reach the directed cycle $1 \rightarrow 5 \rightarrow 8 \rightarrow 1$. To handle such situation, we choose the vertex with minimal ID in such a cycle as a root, i.e. vertex 1 in this example. Additional RSGs can be generated accordingly for the given set of roots produced by this step. Finally we can get a collection of RSGs that cover all the vertices in the RDF graph.

The benefits of our RSGs generation algorithm are two-fold. First, the algorithm can be easily parallelized, for example using the MapReduce framework. Second, by using the RSGs generated by our algorithm as the partition units, all the four types of common queries can be processed as local-queries. In the rest of this section, we first present the details of the algorithm and then prove its ability to localize complication queries.

**Algorithm.** The pseudo code of the RSG generation algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. A set of vertices of an RSG $rsg$, is denoted as $V(rsg)$, where $r$ is its root. An example is given in Figure 4. It is implemented by a series of MapReduce jobs, which iteratively propagate information of each vertex $v$ to its out-neighbors. The information include...
the minimum-ID of the vertices that can reach \( v_i \), i.e. \( v_{m_i} \) in the pseudo code, and the currently chosen roots of the RSGs that can cover \( v_i \), i.e. \( r_i \) in the pseudo code. Specifically, this algorithm involves the following steps:

1. (line 1-4): generate the information attached to each vertex \( v_i \) in the form of \( \{(v_i, v_{m_i}, r_i)\} \). Initially \( v_{m_i} \) is \( v_i \) itself and \( r_i \) contains \( v_i \) if \( v_i \) is a source vertex or otherwise \( r_i \) is an empty set. Then all vertices are flagged as active.

2. (Map1 and Reduce1): if a vertex is active, generate the candidate \( v_{m_i} \) and \( r_i \) for all its out-neighbors.

3. (Map2 and Reduce2): for each vertex \( v_i \), merge all messages of \( v_i \). If there is a new minimum-id or root, then set \( v_i \) active and update \( v_i \). Otherwise, deactivate \( v_i \).

4. (line 6-9): iterate Step 2 and Step 3, until there is no update occurred.

After invoking Algorithm 1, the RSGs rooted at all source vertices are found. Then for the vertices in the cycles that are not reachable from any source vertex, we choose the minimum-id as the input root, then invoke Algorithm 1 again to generate the remaining RSGs.

**Theorem 4.1 (Completeness).** Given an RDF graph \( G = (V, E) \), if it is decomposed into a set of RSGs by Algorithm 1, then each vertex \( v_i \) and edge \( (u, w) \) in \( G \) can be found in at least one RSG.

**Proof.** We prove this by contradiction. (i) Assume there exists one vertex \( v_i \in V \), which cannot be found in any RSG. If \( v_i \) is a source, then \( v_i \) is in an RSG rooted at \( v_i \). Thereby we derive a contradiction. If \( v_i \) is not a source and there exists a source \( r \) in \( V \) can reach \( v_i \), then \( v_i \) is in the RSG rooted at \( r \). If \( v_i \) is not a source and none of the sources can reach \( v_i \), then there must exist a minimal-ID vertex that can reach \( v_i \) in the RSG rooted at that vertex. Again we derive a contradiction. (ii) Assume there exists one edge \( (u, w) \in E \), which cannot be found in any RSG. By (i) we have that \( u \) must at least be in one RSG, we conclude that \( (u, w) \) is also in that RSG by Definition 4.1. Thus, we derive a contradiction.

**Theorem 4.2.** Using the RSGs generated by Algorithm 1 as the partition unit, then all star, chain, tree and cycle queries are local-queries.

**Proof.** For brevity, we give a brief sketch of the proof. For each type of queries, there must be a vertex \( v_i \) in this query that can reach all other vertices. If \( v_i \) is a constant, then there must be a root vertex \( r \) that can reach \( v_i \). If \( v_i \) is a variable, for each binding of \( v_i \), there must be a root vertex \( r \) that can reach that binding. Thus, each match of this query is a subgraph of one RSG.

### 4.2 RSGs Partitioning Problem Formulation

In this section, we will present how to optimized the allocation of RSGs to the computing nodes. Firstly, a \( k \)-way RSGs partitioning plan can be defined as follows.

**Definition 4.2 (K-Way RSGs Partitioning Plan).** Given an RDF graph \( G \) and its set of RSGs \( S \), a \( k \)-way RSGs partitioning plan \( P \) contains \( k \) nonempty and disjoint subsets of RSGs, \( P = \{S_1, ..., S_k\} \), where \( \bigcup_{i=1}^{k} S_i \subseteq S \).

To optimize the RSGs partitioning plan, we should consider the following metrics.

**Balance.** A well balanced data distribution plays an important role for efficient parallel query processing. A substantial skewed data distribution may lead to some undesirably overloaded partitions, which become the performance bottlenecks for the whole cluster. This is because that the overloaded partitions may exceed the memory capacity of a single machine. To avoid the substantial overloaded partition, here, we use the number of RSGs contained in a partition \( S_i \) to measure its payload, which is denoted by \( |S_i| \).

**Data Redundancy.** If two RSGs have overlaps and they are assigned to different partitions, then duplicate triples will be stored at both partitions. Such data redundancy would cause excessive redundant computations cost. Hence, we should control the overlaps of RSGs by assigning the correlated RSGs to the same partition. In particular, we have the following observation.

**Observation 4.1.** If two RSGs share a vertex \( v_i \), then they also share the RSG rooted at \( v_i \).

For example, in Figure 4, \( rsg_2 \) and \( rsg_3 \) share the vertex 6, then they share the RSG rooted at vertex 6, i.e., 6→9→11.

In addition, joins always occur on shared vertices between the triple patterns specified in an SPARQL query (recall Section 2.1). Hence, to localize more joins, we have the following observation.

**Observation 4.2.** If all the triples that contain shared vertices between any pair of query triple patterns in a query are allocated in the same partition, then this query is a local-query.

Based on the above observations, we know that if a vertex is shared by multiple different RSGs, then by placing all these RSGs in one partition can localize all the possible joins on this vertex. It will also reduce the duplicate triples connected with this vertex. Therefore, to measure the correlation between two RSGs, we use the difference between their sets of vertices. It is also called the distance between the two RSGs.

To better understand the distance function, we first give a simple way of extending the distance between RSGs to a real-value function. Let \( V(rsg) \) be the set of all the vertices in \( rsg \). \( V(rsg) \) can be denoted as a \( |V| \)-dimensional binary vector \( v_{rsg} = (v_{rsg}^{(1)}, v_{rsg}^{(2)}, ..., v_{rsg}^{(|V|)}) \), where \( |V| \) is the number of all the vertices in RDF graph \( G \) and \( v_{rsg}^{(j)} \in \{0,1\} \). If \( v_j \in V(rsg) \), then \( v_{rsg}^{(j)} \) is 1 or 0 otherwise. Then, given two RSGs \( rsg \) and \( rsg' \), their distance can be defined as follows:

\[
d(rsg, rsg') = d(v_{rsg}, v_{rsg'}) = \sum_{i=1}^{|V|} (v_{rsg}^{(i)} - v_{rsg'}^{(i)})^2 \tag{4.1}
\]

Then the intra-correlation (called \( IC \)) of a RSGs partitioning plan \( P \) is defined as:

\[
IC(P) = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{1}{|S_i|^2} \sum_{v(rsg, rsg') \in S_i \times S_i} d(rsg, rsg') \tag{4.2}
\]

A plan with a lower \( IC \) tend to be more efficient in executing SPARQL queries, since it collocates more correlated RSGs, hence localizes more joins and reduce more duplicate triples.

#### 4.2.1 Problem Statement

Given an RDF graph \( G \), our goal is to find the optimal partitioning plan \( P = \{S_1, ..., S_k\} \) for the RSGs partitioning problem. According to the metrics, the objective function for this problem is defined as follows:

\[
\text{minimize } IC(P) \quad \text{s.t. } |S_i| \leq \left\lfloor \frac{|P|}{k} \right\rfloor, 1 \leq i \leq k \tag{4.3}
\]
where \(|R|\) indicates the number of RSGs in this graph.

We can reduce the balanced graph partition problem, into our problem (the proof is omitted due to the limited space). Hence our problem is also NP-hard. Our goal is to find a reasonable heuristic-based approach.

4.3 RSG-based K-means Partitioning

We use the k-means partitioning algorithm to find an approximate solution.

**Distance and Centroid.** The k-means partitioning algorithm requires a proper definition of the centroid of a cluster to represent all vertices belong to this cluster. Here, we use a vector \(C_i = (c_i^{(1)}, c_i^{(2)}, ..., c_i^{(|V|)})\) as the centroid of partition \(S_i\). Different from the vector \(v_{rsg}\), each dimensional value of \(C_i\) is a real number in \([0, 1]\). Then we can calculate the value of \(C_i\) on each dimension as follows:

\[
C_i^{(j)} = \frac{1}{|S_i|} \sum_{rsg \in S_i} v_{rsg}^{(j)} \tag{4.4}
\]

According to the above formula, the centroid not only represents all vertices belong to this cluster, but it also indicates the number of RSGs each vertex belongs to in this cluster.

In the k-means partitioning algorithm, we use the objective function in Eq. 4.2 to measure the distance between RSGs and the centroid of a partition. Formally, for each partition \(S_i\), the objective function of the partitioning can be defined as follows:

\[
D = \sum_{i=1}^{k} D_i = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{1}{|S_i|} \sum_{rsg \in S_i} d(v_{rsg}, C_i) \tag{4.5}
\]

**Full Algorithm.** By combining the elements defined above, we can now present the RSG-based k-means partitioning algorithm. The pseudo code is presented in Algorithm 2, which runs in the following steps:

1. **Step 1:** Randomly assign the RSGs into \(k\) partitions, where \(k\) is the number of computing nodes in the cluster.

2. **Step 2:** For each RSG \(rsg\), we find the nearest and minimal loaded partition \(S_i\) from the set of non-fullly loaded partitions (i.e., \(|S_i| < \lceil |R|/k \rceil\)).

3. **Step 3:** For each \(S_i\), update the centroid \(C_i\).

4. **Step 4:** Repeat Step 2 and Step 3 until it converges.

5. **Step 5:** Finally, we use the partitioned sets of roots to get the final partitioning results, i.e., extending the \(V(rsg)\) to a real RSG with triples.

Figure 4 gives a partitioning result using this method. One can see that the query in Figure 1(b) can be executed locally and the duplicate triples produced are less than those produced by 1-hop based hash partitioning (Figure 1(d)).

5. QUERY PROCESSING

5.1 Query Decomposition

We present a partition-aware query decomposition scheme to maximize the localization of query operations and to reduce the number of local subqueries such that the intermediate results shipped across computing nodes will be reduced significantly. A SPARQL query \(Q\) can be represented as a graph that contains variables in the subject, predicate and object. Thus, we first identify all the source vertices of query graph \(Q\) and use them as the roots to partition \(Q\) into a set of RSGs (subqueries) \(SQ\), each of which is a local-query (Theorem 4.2). For example, consider the following query:

\[
\text{tp1: (} \langle \text{AssociateProfessor}\rangle \text{ } \text{ub:teacherOf } ?y) \\
\text{tp2: } (?x \text{ ub:ta} \text{kesCourse } ?y) \\
\text{tp3: } (?x \text{ rdf:type ub:GraduateStudent}) \\
\text{tp4: } (?y \text{ rdf:type ub:GraduateCourse})
\]

This query can be decomposed into two subqueries. The first is \(\{\text{tp1, tp4}\}\) with root “\(<\text{AssociateProfessor}\rangle\)” and the second is \(\{\text{tp2, tp3, tp4}\}\) with root “\(<x\)”.

In the next step, for each individual subquery in \(SQ\), we search for the computing nodes that contain its results. To speed up this process, we construct an index to map each vertex in the RDF graph to the computing nodes holding the partitions that contains the vertex. By using this index, the exact computing nodes that contain the results of a subquery \(SQ\) can be retrieved as follows:

Case 1: if \(SQ_i\)’s root is a constant, then each computing node that contains this root has complete results of \(SQ_i\). We call each of such computing nodes as a matching node to \(SQ_i\).

Case 2: if \(SQ_i\)’s root is a variable, then the intersection of the locations of all the constant in \(SQ_i\) are the nodes holding the results. Here, if the intersection contains exactly one node, then we call it the matching node of \(SQ_i\).

Then, for each pair of subqueries, if they have a shared matching node, then we can merge these two subqueries into a new subquery, which is guaranteed to be a local-query. Finally, this will produce a minimal number of subqueries based on our partitioning algorithm, and each of such subqueries is a local-query.

5.2 Query Optimization and Evaluation

If a query is decomposed into two or more subqueries, we need to define the global execution workflow to process the distributed and local joins such that the query will be processed with minimal communication overhead. The critical issue is to determine ordering of query operations [16].
Here we adopt a typical two-stage scheme for physical query plan generation. First, the join order between sub-queries is calculated by the master based on the global statistics at compile-time. Then the join ordering within each sub-query is computed locally by individual computing nodes at run-time using the statistics maintained at each computing node.

**Compile-Time Optimization.** After query decomposition, we represent each subquery as a bipartite graph whose vertices can be divided into two disjoint sets $T$ and $\text{Var}$. Each vertex in $T$ represents a triple pattern in the subquery and each vertex in $\text{Var}$ represents a variable appearing in the subquery. If a variable appears in a triple pattern, then an edge connects their corresponding vertices. Figure 5(a) shows an example.

In the master, we only generate the order of the joins between the subqueries and the cardinality of the results of these subqueries can be estimated by the statistics stored in the master (Section 5.3). In particular, we use dynamic programming to build a left-deep tree, in which each leaf node is a subquery. Assume that a query is decomposed into $n$ subqueries, a subplan $L_k$ that contains $k$ subqueries is an ordered sequence of subqueries $SQ^{(1)}, \ldots, SQ^{(k)}$, and the remaining set of subqueries is denoted by $SQ_{rem}$. Then the state transition equation can be defined as follows:

$$L_{k+1} = \min_{SQ_i \in SQ_{rem}} \{L_k + \text{Card}(L_k \bowtie SQ_i)\} \quad (5.1)$$

After building the left-deep tree, we will search the tree bottom-up to remove the redundant triple patterns which might lead to redundant computations. For example, in Figure 5(a), the $tp_1$ in $SQ^{(2)}$ will be removed.

**Run-Time Optimization and Evaluation.** The join ordering within each subquery will be generated locally at each computing node. Specifically, when $SQ^{(i)}$ is performed, the results of $SQ^{(i)}$ will be transferred to the computing nodes holding the results of $SQ^{(i+1)}$. In each of these computing nodes, the results of $SQ^{(i)}$ will be joined with other triple patterns. The local optimizer in each computing node will optimize the local joins involved in $SQ^{(i+1)}$ independently. The join ordering problem has been well studied and is out of the scope of this paper. In our prototype, we use the join ordering algorithm proposed in TripleBit. Due to the optimization at compile-time, the size of transferred intermediate results is minimized. Figure 5(b) shows an example that $SQ^{(3)}$’s results are forwarded to node 2 and node 3 which contain the results of $SQ^{(2)}$.

**5.3 Cardinality Estimation**

**Global Statistics.** In the prototype, we build the global statistics to store the number of triples matching each possible single triple pattern. In SPARQL queries, there are seven forms of triple patterns, which are $(s, p, ?o)$, $(s, ?p, o)$, $(s, ?p, ?o)$, $(?s, p, o)$, $(?s, p, ?o)$, $(?s, ?p, o)$, $(?s, ?p, ?o)$ and $(s, p, o)$ respectively. For the triple patterns that only have one variable, such as $(s, p, ?o)$, we store the number of triples matching each triple pattern. For the triple patterns containing two or more variables, in addition to the number of triples matching this triple pattern, we also store the number of distinct bindings for each variable. Take $(s, ?p, ?o)$ as an example. For each constant $s$ in the RDF data, we will store the number of triples with $s$ as their subjects as well as the number of distinct predicates and the number distinct objects within these triples.

**Estimation of Cardinality.** The cardinality of a selection or a join operation is the number of results that satisfy the selection or join condition. Using the aforementioned global statistics, we can find the cardinality of a given triple pattern $tp$, denoted as $\text{Card}(tp)$. If two triple patterns $tp_1$ and $tp_2$ join on shared variable(s), denoted as $J = \text{Var}(tp_1) \cap \text{Var}(tp_2)$, then the cardinality of the results of the join between these two triple patterns is estimated in the following way:

- If $J = \text{Var}(tp_1) = \text{Var}(tp_2)$, then:
  $$\text{Card}(tp_1 \bowtie tp_2) = \min\{\text{Card}(tp_1), \text{Card}(tp_2)\} \quad (5.2)$$

- If $J = \text{Var}(tp_1)$ and $J \subseteq \text{Var}(tp_2)$, then:
  $$\text{Card}(tp_1 \bowtie tp_2) = \min\{\text{Card}(tp_1) \times \text{B}(J, tp_1), \text{B}(J, tp_2) \times \text{Card}(tp_2)\} \quad (5.3)$$

- If $J \subseteq \text{Var}(tp_1)$ and $J \subseteq \text{Var}(tp_2)$, then:
  $$\text{Card}(tp_1 \bowtie tp_2) = \frac{\text{Card}(tp_1) \times \text{Card}(tp_2)}{\max\{\text{B}(J, tp_1), \text{B}(J, tp_2)\}} \quad (5.4)$$

where $\text{B}(J, tp)$ indicates the number of distinct bindings of $J$ in the results of $tp$.

The number of distinct bindings of a variable (or a set of variables) in all permutations of single triple patterns can be found in the statistics. However, the number of distinct bindings of a variable (or a set of variables) $J$ in the results of a join between $tp_1$ and $tp_2$, can be estimated as follows:

$$\text{B}(J, tp_1 \bowtie tp_2) = \min\{\text{B}(\text{Var}(tp_1), tp_1) \times \text{B}(J - \text{Var}(tp_1), tp_2), \text{B}(\text{Var}(tp_2), tp_2) \times \text{B}(J - \text{Var}(tp_2), tp_1), \text{Card}(tp_1 \bowtie tp_2)\} \quad (5.5)$$

where $J \subseteq \text{Var}(tp_1) \cup \text{Var}(tp_2)$ and $\text{B}(\emptyset, tp) = 0$.

6. **EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION**

We compare SemStore with six state-of-the-art RDF engines, including two centralized engines, RDF-3X [16] and TripleBit [22,23] and four distributed engines, SHARD [18], Hybrid system [12,15], which is an engine integrating Hadoop and RDF-3X, Hive and Trinity.RDF [24]. SHARD adopts an edge-based partitioning. Hive uses vertical partitioning [3] and RCFile [11] techniques. For the Hybrid system, we implement two typical data partitioning algorithms as proposed in [12], which uses METIS [1] as the graph partitioning tool and applies undirected one-hop block and undirected two-hop block as the partition unit, denoted as un-one and un-two respectively. We also implement semantic hash partitioning algorithm in [15], 2-hop forward, denoted as 2F, which is reported in [15] to perform the best in most cases. Finally, SemStore is implemented using C++, compiled with GCC, using -O2 option to optimize. We refer to the RSG-based k-means partitioning algorithm as RSG-KM. We also implement a baseline RSG-based partitioning algorithm, called RSG-Hash, which assigns each RSG to the partitions by hashing the root of the RSG.

Unless otherwise stated, our experiments use a default cluster consisting of 1 master and 16 computing nodes, each of which has one processor at 2.4GHz and 4GB RAM, and we run the centralized engines on a powerful single machine with 4 way 4-core 2.13GHz CPU and 64GB RAM.

We choose two datasets LUBM [8] and UniProt [2] for the experiments. LUBM is a benchmark generator. In
the experiments, we generate LUBM datasets with 1000, 2000, 5000 and 10240 universities with the size ranging from 138 million of triples to about 1.4 billion of triples, which are denoted as LUBM-1000, LUBM-2000, LUBM-5000 and LUBM-10240 respectively. The UniProt dataset is a real-life protein dataset that contains nearly 2 billion of triples. Our experiments feature 16 queries (listed in Appendix), covering most types of queries mentioned earlier in this paper, as shown in Table 1.

6.1 Analysis of Data Partitioning Algorithms

Due to the large memory consumption of METIS, we cannot get it to work on large datasets and we can only perform the Hybrid (un-one) and Hybrid (un-two) over the LUBM-2000 dataset.

Data Loading Time. In Table 2, we compare the data loading time of the different distributed engines, which include the time to perform the data partitioning algorithms. Hive has the fastest data loading time. This is because the vertical partitioning scheme is simple and there is no redundancy. SemStore and Hybrid (2f) need more loading time than Hive, because these two algorithms are much more complex than vertical partitioning. SHARD is the slowest due to the fact that it requires to covert the RDF data to a special HDF5 file format and hence incurs an excessive data loading cost. Moreover, Hybrid (un-one and un-two) spend more time than Hybrid (2f) due to the extra cost of graph partitioning and the large amount of redundant triples that needs to be stored and processed.

Redundancy. Since 2f, un-one, un-two, RSG-KM and RSG-Hash generate overlapping partitions, we report the ratio of total number of triples produced by each partitioning algorithm to the original datasets, as shown in Table 3. Due to the existence of high degree vertices, the numbers of redundant triples in un-one and un-two are very large. Moreover, with the hop count increasing from one to two, the number of duplicate triples grows rapidly. The 2f algorithm reduces the duplicate triples significantly, which is consistent with what is reported in [15]. Since the overlaps between RSGs are very large, using hash functions to allocate RSGs will incur redundant triples. The RSG-KM achieves a dramatic reduction on the duplicate triples in comparing to RSG-Hash, because the k-means partitioning algorithm attempts to assign highly correlated RSGs into one partition.

Data Distribution. Table 4 shows the standard deviation of the number of triples allocated to each computing node. The results show that RSG-KM achieves the most balanced data distribution across computing nodes. RSG-Hash, 2f and Hive are not as balanced as RSG-KM, but they are better than un-one and un-two. Due to the existence of high degree vertices, the data skewness in un-one and un-two is high.

### Table 1: Queries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Star</th>
<th>Chain</th>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Complex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUBM-1000</td>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>Q6-Q9</td>
<td>Q1-Q7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniProt</td>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>Q6-Q9</td>
<td>Q1-Q7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Data Loading Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SemStore</th>
<th>SHARD</th>
<th>Hybrid (un-one)</th>
<th>Hybrid (un-two)</th>
<th>Hybrid (2f)</th>
<th>Hive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUBM-1000</td>
<td>55 min</td>
<td>64 min</td>
<td>64 min</td>
<td>64 min</td>
<td>64 min</td>
<td>64 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBM-2000</td>
<td>283 min</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>283 min</td>
<td>283 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBM-10240</td>
<td>892 min</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>892 min</td>
<td>892 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniProt</td>
<td>1.29x</td>
<td>1.03x</td>
<td>1.03x</td>
<td>1.03x</td>
<td>1.03x</td>
<td>1.03x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Redundancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RSG-KM</th>
<th>RSG-Hash</th>
<th>un-one</th>
<th>un-two</th>
<th>2f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUBM-2000</td>
<td>1.03x</td>
<td>1.66x</td>
<td>1.29x</td>
<td>3.0x</td>
<td>1.12x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniProt</td>
<td>1.29x</td>
<td>3.02x</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.45x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Data Distribution (Standard Deviation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RSG-KM</th>
<th>RSG-Hash</th>
<th>un-one</th>
<th>un-two</th>
<th>2f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUBM-2000</td>
<td>2.85x</td>
<td>1.40x</td>
<td>1.40x</td>
<td>3.68x</td>
<td>1.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UniProt</td>
<td>2.85x</td>
<td>2.91x</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.91x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Performance Comparisons

Comparison with Centralized Engines (LUBM-2000).

We first compare SemStore with centralized engines, TripleBit and RDF-3X over LUBM-2000. The results are shown in Figure 6(a). To better analyze the differences in performance, we classify the queries into two categories. Queries of the first type are Q4, Q5, Q6, Q9 and Q10, which are highly selective and called low-load queries. Queries Q1, Q2, Q3, Q7 and Q8 are the second type with low-selectivity and a large input, called high-load queries.

For low-load queries (Q4, Q5, Q6 and Q9), the performances of SemStore and TripleBit are better than RDF-3X. This is because these queries are local-queries for SemStore. And the intermediate results are significantly reduced by the selective triple pattern scanning. An interesting data point is Q10, which has to be decomposed into two sub-queries in SemStore. The more subqueries incur more network communication cost. However, benefiting from query decomposition and optimization strategies, intermediate results shipped across network are reduced dramatically. Thus Q10 in SemStore takes an acceptable query response time which is less than 0.2 second.

On the contrary, high-load queries with low selectivity and big input and output sizes are executed more efficiently and effectively by SemStore. This can be attributed to the high degree of parallelism of SemStore. Even though the cluster running SemStore and the single server running the centralized engines have the same total amount of main memory, SemStore can better take use of the more number of CPUs and the higher I/O bandwidth in the cluster.


Then, we compare SemStore with the existing distributed RDF data engines: Hybrid (un-one) and Hybrid (un-two), Hybrid (2f), Hive and SHARD. Figure 6(b) shows the experimental results. The first observation is that SemStore outperforms other systems dramatically, even more than an order of magnitude on some benchmark queries. This is because, except Q4, all queries are local-queries for SemStore, such that each of them can be processed in parallel without cross-node interactions.

For the Hybrid system, queries are decomposed into multiple subqueries and each subquery is processed in parallel by the individual RDF-3X engines on the computing node. Then the results of each subquery are joined by the Hadoop system to generate the final results. Benefit from performance of RDF-3X and the partitioning algorithm, the Hybrid system with different partitioning methods can outperform Hive and SHARD. Hive has a better performance than SHARD due to the query optimization and the RCFile [11] techniques. Without query optimization, SHARD produces a large amount of intermediate results, which lead to a significant impact on query performance.

Furthermore, the three different partitioning algorithms in the Hybrid system also have significantly different performance. First of all, different data partitioning algorithms
Table 5: Performance on LUBM-10240 (Time in ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SemStore</th>
<th>Trinity.RDF</th>
<th>Hybrid (2f)</th>
<th>Hive</th>
<th>TripletBit</th>
<th>RDF3X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>5.072</td>
<td>12.648</td>
<td>803.115</td>
<td>4.576</td>
<td>20.305</td>
<td>1.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>5.926</td>
<td>60.18</td>
<td>17.541</td>
<td>4.746</td>
<td>18.854</td>
<td>64.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>1.979</td>
<td>5.745</td>
<td>7.271</td>
<td>4.169</td>
<td>11.488</td>
<td>15.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>321.76</td>
<td>2.696</td>
<td>4.169</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>391.129</td>
<td>2.696</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>451.246</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>7.485</td>
<td>81.314</td>
<td>18.366</td>
<td>4.908</td>
<td>15.613</td>
<td>221.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo Mean</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>69.07</td>
<td>4.753</td>
<td>4.169</td>
<td>109.14</td>
<td>5711</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Scalability

Varying Size of Cluster. This section reports the comparison of three engines with varying size of computing cluster. In particular, we run queries on the LUBM-2000 dataset on clusters with 1, 5, 10, and 16 computing nodes respectively. For brevity, we only use six queries, which cover all types of queries. The results are displayed in Figure 7(a), (b) and (c). We normalize the query execution time of each query to single-node execution time, and include a linear speedup line (1, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.06 for 1, 5, 10, and 16 computing nodes) for comparison. Hybrid (un-one) and Hybrid (un-two) have similar experimental results. Hive achieves a poor performance. Thus, we only show the Hybrid (un-two) and Hybrid (2f) in this comparison.

For SemStore in Figure 7(a), high-load queries (Q1, Q8 and Q7) achieve super linear speedup as the number of computing nodes increases. This is because, on one hand, each query can be performed locally without communication cost. On the other hand, due to the well-balanced partitioning scheme, there is no bottleneck computing node. In Q5 and Q9, due to the high selectivity of each query, even in a single-machine these queries can be executed efficiently (within 2 ms). Thus, the execution times from 1 to 16 computing nodes are roughly the same. Q10 is a low-load query which needs to be decomposed in SemStore. Since the intermediate results shipped across computing nodes are reduced significantly by the query decomposer and optimizer, the performance of multi-nodes is little lower than that of the single-machine.

For Hybrid (un-two), Q1, Q7, Q5, Q8 and Q10 have few benefit when going from 1 to 16 computing nodes. This is because the data distribution of Hybrid(un-two) is extraordinarily skewed, as discussed in Section 6.1. The overloaded partitions become the bottleneck of query processing. For Q9, this query needs to be decomposed when processing, which leads to large amount of intermediate results transferring. Therefore, the performance of multi-nodes is much lower than the performance of the single-machine which do not need to partition the dataset.

For Hybrid (2f), since 2f algorithm reduces the duplicate triples significantly and achieves a more balanced data distribution in comparing to un-two, the high-load queries (i.e., Q1, Q7 and Q8) achieve linear speedup. Q9 and Q10 are low-load queries for 2f, however, they need to be decomposed. Thus, the performance of multi-nodes is also much lower than that of the single-machine.

Varying Data Sizes. Figure 7(d) shows the query execution time of SemStore over four LUBM datasets. As the number of triples increases, the execution time of each query also increases. We observe that the increase of execution time is sublinear or nearly linear, which means SemStore achieves a good scalability. In particular, Q5, Q9 and Q10 imply different query decomposition plans for each query, which would lead to significantly different cost for the distributed joins running on the MapReduce framework. Particularly, Q1, Q3, Q6, Q7, Q9 and Q10 need to be decomposed in Hybrid (un-one). Q9 needs to be decomposed in Hybrid (un-two) and Q9 and Q10 need to be decomposed in Hybrid (2f). The second factor is the skewness of data distribution and the number redundant triples. For high-load queries, such as Q1 and Q8, although they do not need to be decomposed in Hybrid (un-two), their performance in Hybrid (un-two) is the worst among all the partitioning methods in the Hybrid system. This is because un-two method causes skewed data distribution and a large amount of redundant (see Table 3 and Table 4), and the processing time depends on the computing node with the largest amount of triples, which is the bottleneck in the cluster.

All in all, the data partitioning algorithm has a rather decisive effect on the performance of distributed RDF engines. Performance on Larger Datasets. We experiment on two large dataset, UniProt and LUBM-10240, to analyze the performance of SemStore over large-scale datasets. We exclude SHARD in this section due to its generally low performance. For the UniProt dataset, Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q6 are low-load queries, and Q4, Q5 are high-load queries. The results are presented in Figure 6(c). One can make a conclusion similar to our previous experiments. Hybrid (2f) performs especially worse for Q3 and Q6 simply because they have to be decomposed in Hybrid (2f) and the distributed joins of the large intermediate results are pretty costly.

Table 5 summaries the experimental results over LUBM-10240 dataset. Trinity.RDF [24] is the current state-of-the-art of distributed RDF engine. However, Trinity.RDF is not openly available. To compare with Trinity.RDF, we use the same dataset and benchmark queries over a similar cluster setup (5 computing nodes with 24GB RAM connected by 1Gbit network bandwidth in our cluster as opposed to 5 computing nodes with 96GB RAM connected by 40Gbit network bandwidth in [24]). And the query run times of Trinity.RDF in Table 5 are those reported in [24]. One can see that, SemStore outperforms other systems for all the queries. This is because that each of these queries can be executed locally in SemStore. Moreover, due to the well-balanced partitioning scheme, there is no bottleneck in the cluster.
are low-load queries and hence with growth of data size, their processing time do not increase much. Q1, Q8 and Q7 are high-load queries. Hence, benefiting from the well-balanced data distribution, low data redundancy and minimal query decomposition, the processing time increases almost linearly.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present SemStore, a semantic-preserving distributed RDF triple store for scalable SPARQL query processing. We design a partitioning algorithm for RDF data using RSG, a coarse-grained structure, as the partition unit. Furthermore, we proposed a k-means partitioning algorithm to place highly correlated RSGs in the same partition. A query decomposition algorithm and a query optimization strategy are proposed to minimize the communication cost for query execution. The experimental study shows that SemStore outperforms the state-of-the-art systems by orders of magnitude in terms of query response time.
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